We study the impact of the zero lower bound interest rate policy on the industrial organization of the U.S. money fund industry. We find that in response to policies that maintain low interest rates, money funds: change their product offerings by investing in riskier asset classes; are more likely to exit the market; and reduce the fees they charge their investors. The consequence of fund closures resulting from interest rate policy is the relocation of resources in affected fund families and in the asset management industry in general, as well as decline in capital of issuers borrowing from money funds.
Introduction
In the aftermath of the financial crisis of 20 07-20 08, the Federal Reserve took an unprecedented decision to lower short-term nominal interest rates to zero, a policy commonly known as zero lower bound policy. This initial action was followed by a sequence of announcements providing guidance that the short-term rate would stay near zero for a longer period. While several economists have argued that the Fed's policy exerted a positive impact on the U.S. economy by stimulating a sluggish economic growth and boosting employment, some critics pointed out that the policy might have also produced undesired consequences, for example, inflation in asset prices, or ill-suited incentives to chase higher yields. In this paper, we show that the policy created a shock to an important part of the shadow banking system, money funds, which resulted in significant dislocations in terms of their market participation and product offerings.
By regulation, money market funds (henceforth MMFs) are obliged to invest in safe short-term assets with rates of return that are typically close to the Fed target rate. The monetary policy shock has thus driven the funds' gross profit margins nearly to zero and has seen many fund http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jfineco.2016.09.006 0304-405X/© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
investors face investment opportunities with negative (net of fees) expected returns. The deteriorating investment environment, in turn, has triggered significant responses of MMFs and the broader asset management industry in terms of their product offerings, pricing policy, and organizational structure. We study empirically these adjustments using detailed micro-level data.
Traditionally, MMFs used to offer relatively low returns for the provision of safety. While this idea has been somewhat shattered with the collapse of the Reserve Primary Fund and the run on MMFs in September 2008 (e.g., Kacperczyk and Schnabl, 2013; Chernenko and Sunderam, 2014; Strahan and Tanyeri, 2015 ) , until then, MMFs provided investors positive returns, even after paying fees. The consequence of the unprecedented change in interest rates to levels close to zero has been that returns on traditional money market instruments, such as Treasuries, repos, or deposits declined to similarly low levels. Therefore, any fund investing in these assets was likely to produce negative net-of-fees nominal returns to their investors. It has thus become obvious that such a business model cannot be sustained for too long, as money would flow out of funds with negative returns. 1 Such a dire situation has posed a dilemma for money funds. On the one hand, they could accept the situation and keep their risk profiles unchanged. This, however, would force them to first reduce or even waive their fees, and in the end, if the low rates persisted, to exit the market. On the other hand, funds could change their product offerings by shifting their risk into securities with higher interest rates, thus accepting higher risk in their portfolios, an idea coined as reaching for yield. Increasing fund risk would boost returns and investor flows (e.g., Christoffersen, 2001 ) , and would likely prevent funds from exiting the market. The cost of increasing risk would be a higher chance of being run on in the event of distress in the money market industry. The consequence of such runs would be distress of individual funds themselves, which could generate high costs either in terms of the necessity to bail out the fund or through a significant loss of reputation for the fund organization and other related business of a fund sponsor.
In this paper, we assess empirically the equilibrium response of MMFs to the low interest rate environment using weekly data on the universe of U.S. prime funds. We exploit both a time-series and cross-sectional variation in the data to identify the causal effect of the unconventional monetary policy on MMFs' strategies. Our main empirical identification comes from an event study analysis of five Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) announcements, which signaled that interest rates would be kept near zero into the future. These decisions were plausibly exogenous with respect to the funds' behavior; hence, they constitute a useful shock. The access to high-frequency fund data allows us to measure empirical effects within short event 1 A standard portfolio theory suggests that investors should look at fund spread, returns net of Treasury bill, rather than fund returns as a way of assessing their decisions. But in times of zero interest rates both returns and spreads are virtually the same. In addition, our regression estimates account for any business-cycle variation in the data.
windows. Specifically, we compare MMFs' choices of risky product offerings, exit, and expense policy in the fund data.
In the time series, we document an increase in the probability of exit from the MMF industry, higher risk taking, lower expenses charged by MMFs, and higher fund subsidies in the period of three to six months after the announcements. Our results are economically and statistically significant. Notably, while we do not find any variation in expenses incurred by these funds over time, the fees charged are significantly reduced during a zero interest rate period, which suggests that MMFs were actively maintaining their fees as a way of keeping their business alive and did not simply go through a period of lower operating costs.
In the cross section, we find that reaching for yield is particularly strong for independent funds, that is, funds whose sponsors are not affiliated with an insurance company, commercial, or investment bank. In contrast, rather than taking more risk, affiliated funds exit the market. We do not find significant differences across fund types in terms of their expense policies. We further enhance these findings by exploiting a variation in family-level percentage of assets managed by MMFs within a group of independent sponsors. We find that funds whose families invest a greater percentage of their assets in MMFs are less likely to exit and more likely to take more risk. The results are consistent with a hypothesis that reputational concerns shape MMFs' strategic decisions. In sum, to the extent that any macroeconomic (time-series) shock would likely affect all types of funds in a similar way, the results suggest that ours is a leading mechanism explaining the data.
We conduct a number of tests to improve our identification and alleviate any empirical concerns. Our first concern is identification of the results on risk taking. To the extent that safer funds are more likely to exit, our risk results could be driven by survival of the more risky funds. The question is whether strategic behavior of individual funds also contributes to risk changes over and above the negative selection channel. To address this concern we redo all our tests by removing funds that exit the sample after the shock. Our results remain qualitatively similar, which suggests that the negative selection and strategic fund behavior are both responsible for changes in risk.
Our second concern is that our results are not specifically about the role of zero-rate policy but rather are a generic response to changes in interest rates, independent of their levels. We address this concern by estimating our basic models separately for two subperiods: a period with rates higher than 1% (control group) and a period with rates of at most 1% (treatment group). We find a strong discontinuity in the way MMFs respond to changes in the Fed target rate. While we observe no visible effect on exit, risk, and fees when the rate is above 1%, we observe a similar quality of results as our main findings in periods when interest rates equal at most 1%.
Third, we include monetary policy surprises rather than the Fed target rate changes in our regressions and confirm our results on fund exit and risk taking, which alleviates any concern that our results are driven by changes in economic conditions proxied by the Fed target rate, rather than changes in monetary policy. Fourth, we posit a stronger reaction of MMFs as they expect low interest rates to last longer. We back out the date the market expects the Fed target rate to increase from the Fed funds futures data and find that funds reach for yield more the longer the market expects interest rates to remain below 1%. Finally, we use evidence from detailed portfolio holdings for a shorter sample of 2010-2013 and show that, as a result of a shock, MMFs tend to acquire assets whose yields are distinctly higher than those of the assets that were acquired a month before. A similar analysis for a placebo sample (periods without a policy change) gives opposite results. In sum, our results suggest that the zero-bound policy may drive changes in MMFs' strategies.
Next, we show that the disruptions in the MMF industry have real effects. On the one hand, in the absence of search frictions we would not expect any effect on the availability of credit to firms as they could easily substitute one fund with another. On the other hand, firms might find it difficult to borrow from different institutions with which they do not have prior relationships. To test this hypothesis, we collect information on the leverage of nonfinancial firms borrowing from MMFs. We show that within a sixmonth period after the closure of a given fund, leverage of firms borrowing from the fund is significantly reduced compared to that of firms borrowing from funds that remain active. This effect, however, is short lived, as it disappears a year after the fund closure.
In our final set of results, we show that the strategic adjustment in the MMF industry has broader industry organization implications for the entire mutual fund sector. We investigate whether the fund families that decide to close their MMFs in response to monetary shock open new funds in a different asset class, possibly less stressed by low interest rates. Empirically, we compare fund closures and fund creations of fund families that have closed their MMFs with those that did not. We find that the former ones are significantly more likely to open new bond funds, but not equity or balanced funds. We also show active reallocation of managerial talent either to other MMFs or to bond funds. The above results suggest that the prolonged period of low interest rates leads to the reallocation of resources across largely similar asset classes.
Overall, our results highlight an important channel for transmission of monetary policy that has been completely overlooked by the academic literature, but one that is extremely relevant for practitioners and policy makers. This message resonates well with the August 2009 Fitch report about U.S. MMFs that states: "Over the longer term, more conservative portfolio composition, combined with the current low interest rate environment, may result in fund closures, fund consolidation, and/or a resurgent appetite for credit and liquidity risk." 2 The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 , we discuss the related literature. Section 3 provides further details about the institutional setting of money funds. Empirical design, the data, and empirical results are discussed 2 "U.S. prime money market funds: Managing portfolio composition to address credit & liquidity risks" is available on Fitch's website at www. fitchratings.com .
in Sections 4 and 5 . In Section 6 , we discuss broad implications for the industry organization of the mutual fund sector. Section 7 concludes. In the Online Appendix, we report a few additional results showing the robustness of our main findings.
Related literature
Various papers have studied the role of money funds. 3 To the best of our knowledge our paper is the first to examine the impact of monetary policy on industrial organization of money funds-the change in product offerings (risk taking) and in market structure (exit)-and its implications for capital supply to fund borrowers and the allocation of resources within the industry. In this regard, the closest studies to ours are Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) , Strahan and Tanyeri (2015) , and Di Maggio (2013) , which analyze risk taking of MMFs before and after the collapse of Lehman Brothers, and during the European debt crisis, respectively. The key novelty of our paper is a new mechanism that explains risk taking. While in Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) the key friction is the increase in yields dispersion of the different investable asset classes, the friction we emphasize here is the zero lower bound policy. Moreover, we focus on funds' strategic decisions to alter their expense policy and moderate their entry and exit, and quantify the value of subsidies provided by sponsors to their funds. The last result allows us to assess the costs of the monetary policy from the perspective of these intermediaries.
Several papers studied the importance of conducting monetary policy at the zero bound. These papers primarily focus on aggregate macro quantities. 4 Our paper, in turn, is one of the first to provide micro-level evidence on the reaction of financial institutions to low interest rates. 5 The benefit of using micro-level data is better identification of the underlying economic mechanism. In this vein, Maddaloni and Peydró (2011) find that low short-term rates soften lending standards for retail and corporate loans. Jimenez, Ongena, Peydró, and Saurina (2014) show that lowering overnight interest rates induces less-capitalized banks to lend to riskier firms. These studies, however, do not explicitly study the role of the zero bound policy and their response variables and contexts are different than ours.
Also related is a study by Chodorow-Reich (2014) who considers high-frequency event studies to analyze the effects of the unconventional monetary policy on banks and life insurance companies. He shows that such institutions 3 Notable examples of recent contributions on money funds include Christoffersen (2001) , Christoffersen and Musto (2002) , Baba, McCauley, and Ramaswamy, (2009 ), McCabe (2010 ), Di Maggio (2013 , DuyganBump, B., Parkinson, Rosengren, Suarez, Willen, (2013) , Kacperczyk and Schnabl (2013) , Chernenko and Sunderam (2014) , and Strahan and Tanyeri (2015) . 4 Related literature on conducting the zero interest rate monetary policy at the macro level includes Woodford (2003) and Bernanke, Reinhart, Sack, (2004) . 5 One exception is Di Maggio, Kermani, and Palmer (2015) who consider the effects of quantitative easing on the allocation of credit in the mortgage market.
benefit from low interest rates. Incidentally, though not his main focus, he also examines a time-series variation in risk taking of MMFs. He documents evidence of a significant reaching-for-yield behavior, especially in the period 2008-2012. While he analyzes annual trends in funds' risk taking, we consider narrow monetary policy event windows to isolate a specific effect of interest rate policy changes on industrial organization of the entire money fund sector. Further, a large and novel portion of our paper discusses: (i) a cross-sectional variation in fund strategies, (ii) the tradeoff between risk taking and exit, (iii) evidence on sponsors' subsidies, (iv) real effects in the corporate sector, and (v) broader asset management implications on the labor and assets fronts. Finally, we show a distinct asymmetry in fund strategies conditional on the level of the Fed target rate.
More broadly, our paper sheds new light on the incentives of asset managers to reach for yield-one of the core factors contributing to the buildup of credit that preceded the financial crisis ( Rajan, 2010; Yellen, 2011 ; and Stein, 2013 ) . Popular explanations include competition among fund managers, different preferences for risk, or desire to offset constraints imposed by regulation. We provide a setting in which the incentives to reach for yield on one hand are limited by strict regulation, on the other hand they are significantly affected by changes in interest rates and expectations about their future changes.
The institutional setting: money market funds
Money funds are important intermediaries between investors who want low-risk liquid investments and banks and corporations that have short-term borrowing needs. The funds are key buyers of short-term debt issued by banks and corporations: commercial paper, bank certificates, and repurchase agreements, with an aggregate volume of $1.8 trillion. Given the importance of short-term credit markets to both investors and businesses, any disruption in this sector would represent a potential threat to financial stability.
In the United States, MMFs' holdings are regulated by Rule 2a-7 of the Investment Company Act of 1940. The funds are prohibited from purchasing long-term assets such as mortgage-backed securities, corporate bonds, or equity and can only hold short-term assets; and even these must be of high quality. As an additional requirement, to enhance diversification, the funds cannot hold more than 5% of their assets in the securities of any individual issuer with the highest rating and not more than 1% in the securities of any other issuer.
In January 2009, after a tumultuous year for MMFs, the Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) voted to amend the 2a-7 rules to strengthen MMFs. The new rules seek to limit the risk and improve on fund disclosure. For instance, funds are now required to have enhanced reserves of cash and readily liquidated securities to meet redemption requests and they can invest only 3% (down from 5%) of total assets in tier-2 securities, the term on which is limited to a maximum maturity of 45 days. Under the new rules, starting in November 2010, MMFs have to make monthly disclosure of detailed data, including each fund's holdings and shadow net asset value (NAV). This information becomes available to the public after 60 days. The new N-MFP form on which it is filed constitutes one of the sources of data for the present study.
Research design and data

Empirical design
In our empirical tests, we want to identify the impact of interest rate policy on MMFs' behavior. Our main focus is on the effects due the zero lower bound policy, introduced in December 2008. Since the policy set the short-term rate to zero, any identification due to interest rate changes would be difficult. To this end, we explore the importance of additional communication from the Federal Reserve regarding the duration of the zero-rate policy-forward guidance policy. In our context, the duration of the zero-rate policy is crucial as it directly determines how long the MMF business is subject to profit stress. In particular, one could imagine that short-lasting policy would have different equilibrium implications as MMFs could withstand temporary headwinds by taking short-term losses. The situation, in turn, would differ if the pressure were maintained for a longer time.
In our analysis, we focus on the MMFs' behavior around events related to FOMC meetings during which at least one of the following outcomes occurred: (1) a change in the interest rates, (2) forward guidance announcement. Table 1 provides a short description of the events in chronological order. The first event date is December 16, 2008, which is the date of the meeting at which the Fed target rate was cut to 0-0.25%, and the other four event dates capture the meetings at which the Fed outlined its forward guidance regarding the duration of the zero-rate regime. Specifically, on March 18, 2009, the Fed announced that it would keep rates at zero for "an extended period of time," while on August 9, 2011 , January 25, 2012 , and September 13, 2012 , the Fed stated that the rates would remain at zero until 2013, 2014, and 2015, respectively. Notably, during our period of analysis there have been other policy-related events that might have affected financial markets, an important one being the quantitative easing (QE) interventions. We do not consider QE events for two reasons. First, the QE interventions mainly targeted the long-term part of the yield curve, but the opportunity set of MMFs only spans short-term assets. Second, QE primarily entails the purchase of mortgage-backed securities, and these securities cannot be held by MMFs due to regulatory constraints.
Our event-study analysis requires constructing reasonable windows around the event dates. Given that various MMFs' strategies can be adopted with different speed we consider two horizons: a short horizon of three months, and a long horizon of six months after the event. In both cases, the pre-event window is set at one month to ensure that no pre-event trends drive the patterns in the data. Our empirical strategy is to compare the average fund behavior around the event dates.
In our empirical tests, we also exploit cross-sectional differences across MMFs. In particular, we distinguish between funds whose sponsors are affiliated with a large financial institution, such as commercial bank, investment bank, or insurance company, and funds whose sponsors are affiliated with an independent asset manager. We believe the two groups exhibit distinct responses to the events of interest rate changes. For example, the bank-affiliated funds exhibit weaker incentives to reach for yield than independent funds so as to limit the probability of the bad outcome in which the bank would be forced to invest resources to save the fund. Independent funds, in turn, have stronger incentives to reach for yield in order to provide investors with higher returns, compensating investors for giving up the implicit insurance of the bank. Moreover, bank-affiliated funds might have reputation at stake in which case they might prefer to exit the less risky yet unprofitable fund industry rather than improve its profitability by ramping up risk.
Data
Our sample of funds includes the universe of U.S. taxable prime funds. We collect data for our tests from several sources. First, the data on MMFs come from iMoneyNet and cover the period from January 2005 to December 2013 including weekly fund-level data on yields, expense ratios (charged and incurred), average maturity, holdings by instrument type, and fund sponsor. Second, we complement the data with information from the CRSP Mutual Fund Database, especially assets under management and entry/exit of other funds. Third, we use Compustat and companies' websites for information on sponsor characteristics. Fourth, we collect data on fund managers from Investor Observer, LinkedIn, Morningstar, Zabasearch, and Zoominfo. Finally, information about Fed target rate changes and the forward-guidance policy comes from the Federal Reserve Board website.
We conduct most of our analyses at the fund portfolio level. We aggregate all share classes by fund and investor type. We compute fund characteristics (e.g., expense ratio) as weighted averages using share class assets as weights. Some funds offer both retail and institutional share classes. Institutional shares are generally larger; hence, we classify a fund as institutional if it offers at least one institutional class, and as retail if it does not offer institutional share classes. 6 Table A.1 in the Online Appendix provides summary statistics of the data. Our sample includes 349 different fund portfolios. The average fund size in our sample equals approximately $8.3 billion. The average portfolio maturity is 40 days and the average fund age equals 15.8 years. The average Fed target rate in our sample equals 183 basis points while the average gross fund return equals 231 basis points. Hence, out of the abnormal profit of 47 basis points, 38 basis points account for expenses, which leaves about 10 basis points accruing to fund investors. Our sample is fairly balanced with respect to sponsor type as 59% of funds have bank-affiliated sponsors and 41% have independent asset management companies as sponsors.
We compare our sample properties in the high and low interest-rate regimes. This sample split is based on the interest rate level of 1% and reflects our view of what we consider a period of profit stress. A number of interesting patterns emerge. First, the spread during the low-rate period is 25% lower than that in the high-rate period; also, the nominal gross return is almost ten times larger in the high-rate period. This suggests that MMFs face greater challenges in obtaining high returns in a low interest rate environment. Second, if we look at expenses charged they are significantly lower in the low-rate period, with a drop from 50 to 28 basis points, while expenses incurred remain almost the same. This suggests that while the costs are not affected by the monetary policy, the stress imposed on the profit margin reduces the possibility for a fund to charge fees to investors. In other words, funds are more likely to offer subsidies to their fund investors. Third, while fund flows are positive during the earlier period, they become negative in the low interest rate environment. This is consistent with the idea that investors have become less willing to make investments in MMFs as their returns became less attractive. Finally, we observe a significant decline of more than 50 in the number of funds over the two periods: from 326 to 274 funds in the second period, which constitutes a significant exit from the sector.
Finally, we focus on the period of low interest rates and report separate summary statistics for two major groups of funds: bank-affiliated and independent. Bank-affiliated funds are on average smaller with the difference of about $3 billion. They are also less risky as their spreads are lower; they invest in shorter-maturity assets and in safer assets such as repos or Treasuries. They charge slightly lower fees and face higher outflows, consistent with the flow-performance relationship observed in other studies ( Chevalier and Ellison, 1997 ; and Kacperczyk and Schnabl, 2013 ) .
Empirical results
In this section, we present our main results. First, we show the importance of interest rates in generating fund returns and establish the link between fund returns and subsequent fund flows. Next, we look at the effects of the forward guidance policy on risk product offerings, fund exit, and expenses in the time series and in the cross section. Finally, we provide a series of robustness tests that are meant to strengthen the identification of our mechanism. The sample is all U.S. prime money market funds over the period January 2005-December 2013. The dependent variable is Fund gross return computed as the annualized return. Fed rate is the annualized Fed target rate. Control variables include the natural logarithm of fund assets, the natural logarithm of family assets, the expense ratio (charged), fund age, fund flow computed as a percentage change in total net assets from time t to time t + 1 adjusted for market appreciation, standard deviation of fund flow growth, and an indicator variable equal to one if the fund is offered to institutional investors and zero otherwise. All regressions are at the weekly level. Column 1 includes year-fixed effects, column 2 includes fund-fixed effects, column 3 includes sponsor-fixed effects, and column 4 includes year-fixed and sponsor-fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the week level.
* * * , * * , * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% significance, respectively. 
Asset returns and fund flows
The basic premise of our mechanism is that yields on assets in which money funds can invest, and consequently their portfolio returns, depend on the level of the Fed target rate. We begin our analysis by identifying such a link in the data. To this end, we estimate the regression model of fund gross returns ( Fund return ) on the Fed target rate ( Fed rate ) over our sample period. 7
In the regression, we control for other determinants of fund returns possibly correlated with the level of interest rates (subsumed by vector X ), such as the natural logarithm of fund size ( Log ( Fund size )), the natural logarithm of fund family size ( Log ( Family size )), the level of expenses charged by funds ( Expenses ), fund age ( Age ), the percentage change in fund assets accounted for capital appreciation ( Fund flow ), the standard deviation of fund flows ( Fund flow volatility ), and an indicator variable for the fund that is marketed to institutional investors ( Institutional ). Further, we account for any time-invariant fund and sponsor characteristics by introducing fund-and sponsor-fixed effects. To address a potential concern that interest rates might proxy for general macro trends in the data we include year-fixed effects. We cluster standard errors at the year/week dimension to account for any cross-sectional dependence of residuals due to the commonality of interest rates across fund observations. We report the results in Table 2 .
Our results show that fund performance improves in periods of high interest rates. The effect is statistically and economically highly significant. Consistent with our hypothesis that assets held by MMFs are highly correlated with the level of short-term rates, we find that fund returns respond almost one-to-one to changes in interest 
Table 3
The flow-performance relationship.
The sample is all U.S. prime money funds over the period January 2005-December 2013. The dependent variable is Fund flow , computed as the percentage change in total net assets from time t to time t + 1, adjusted for market appreciation. Fed rate is the annualized Fed target rate. Fund return is the annualized fund return. Control variables include the natural logarithm of fund assets, the natural logarithm of family assets, expense ratio (charged), fund age, fund flow computed as a percentage change in total net assets from time t to time t + 1 adjusted for market appreciation, standard deviation of fund flow, and an indicator variable equal to one if the fund is offered to institutional investors and zero otherwise. All regressions are at the weekly level and include sponsor-fixed effects. Low rate restricts the sample to the period of low interest rates (Fed target rate between zero and 1%). Columns 2 and 4 additionally include weekfixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the fund sponsor level.
* * * , * * , * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% significance, respectively. Table 3 reports the results, where our set of controls mimics that from Table 2 . In all regressions, we include sponsor-fixed effects and cluster standard errors at the sponsor level. In column 1, we report the results for the full sample of MMFs without time-fixed effects. We confirm the findings from earlier studies that investors exhibit strong sensitivity to fund past returns. The coefficient of Fund return is positive and highly statistically significant. It is also economically significant: A one-standarddeviation increase in Fund return results in a fund flow of about 2.08% per week, which is approximately 40% of the standard deviation of fund flows in the data. In terms of fund size, it means that, in one year, a fund with a onestandard-deviation higher return than the average would almost double its size relative to the average fund. In column 2, we additionally account for the fine week-level variation by introducing week-fixed effects and find that the effect remains statistically and economically strong.
In the next set of results, we aim to understand if there is any nonlinearity in the flow-performance relationship as the Fed target rate approaches the zero lower bound. In particular, we define an indicator variable Low rate that is equal to one in times when the Fed target rate is at most 1%, and zero otherwise. Subsequently, we estimate the regression model in Eq. (2) with an additional interaction effect Fund return ×Low rate . The results are presented in columns 3 and 4 for the models without and with weekfixed effects.
The flow-performance relationship is stronger in periods of low interest rates as the coefficient of the interaction term is positive and highly significant. We conclude that the changes in interest rates towards zero bound alter considerably the payoff per unit of extra performance: Investors are about twice as sensitive to changes in fund performance as they are in normal times. This further underscores the need for funds to adjust their operating strategies along various dimensions, such as exit, risk taking, and cost policy. We turn to these results in the next section.
Fund strategies around the zero interest rate policy events
In this section, we evaluate MMFs' behavior around the forward-guidance policy announcements using an eventstudy methodology. We first analyze changes in fund behavior in the time series-before and after FOMC events. Subsequently, we explore the cross-section of MMFs with respect to their sponsor types.
Time-series evidence
In our analysis, we consider two post-event windows: a short one of three months and a long one of six months. We analyze these two types of windows because there are strategies that funds can immediately alter, such as the riskiness of their portfolios or expense policy, but also other strategies for which we might not observe any effect for an extended period of time, such as the exit from the market. In both cases, the pre-event window is short one month to avoid any contamination with other events. Formally, we estimate the following regression model:
We use a generic dependent variable, Fund strategy , to measure three dimensions of fund adjustments: exit, risk taking, and expense policy. Our independent variable of interest in all tests is Event , an indicator variable equal to one for the period after the event date (short or long), and zero beforehand. We also include a set of controls from Eqs. (1) to ( 2 ). These are measured as of January 2006 to account for any endogenous movement in observables due to monetary shocks. 8 We begin with the analysis of the exit strategy. We provide more evidence on the industry's evolution, investigating the changes in the number of active funds, and more micro evidence on the fund's probability of exiting the market. Our dependent variables are # Funds , defined as the number of MMFs available in week t , and Exit , defined as an indicator variable equal to one if the fund sponsor closes its fund in week t , and zero otherwise. For the first specification, we aggregate all controls at time t by taking the value-weighted average across funds, with the weight proportional to each fund's assets under management. Panel A of Table 4 reports the results. In columns 1 and 2, we present the results for the three-month window, and in columns 3 and 4 for the six-month window.
We find that, on average, five and nine funds drop after the policy event within the shorter and longer horizons, respectively. This is an economically large effect that, if cumulated over five events, brings the total to more than 25 and 45 of lost funds. The funds leaving the market are often large funds, which corroborates our findings in Fig. 1 of declining aggregated assets under management. Similarly, we find that the probability of exiting the fund industry increases significantly in both horizons following the event. Though we report our results jointly for all the events, we also find consistent results when looking at each event separately. We also find that later events are more important than early ones, perhaps because extending the forward-guidance policy into a longer future imposed more stress on the fund industry.
In our next test, we turn to measuring funds' incentives to take risk. We use four different risk measures. Spread is the difference between Fund return and the T-bill rate; Holdings risk is a difference in fund weights in the riskiest asset class (bank obligations) and the safest asset class (Repos and U.S. Treasuries and Agency assets); Maturity risk is the weighted average maturity of the fund; Concentration is a Herfindahl index of the portfolio holdings in risky assets, such as commercial paper, asset-backed commercial paper, floating-rate notes, and bank obligations. Higher values of each measure indicate a greater degree of risk taking. The results are reported in Panel B of Table 4 .
We find that as a result of the policy announcements, three out of four measures of fund risk increase for both investment horizons. The only risk measure that goes down is Maturity risk . This difference is likely driven by the provision in the Dodd-Frank Act, which implemented a significantly higher lower bound for the fraction of assets maturing within the next seven days that MMFs need to hold. Comparing the results in columns 1-4 to those in 5-8 suggests that the risk profile of the MMF industry depends on the policy announcements, and much of the risk adjustment happens quickly.
The last dimension of adjustment we consider is the expense policy. It is apparent that in the wake of low interest rates and low fund returns, fund companies would want to maintain their client relationship by reducing the fees they charge, thus effectively increasing these investors' net-of-fees returns. At the same time, there is no reason to believe that expenses truly incurred by funds would change. Consequently, by lowering their fees to investors, fund companies would offer subsidies to their investors. In Table 4 Fund strategies and ZIRP shocks.
The sample is all U.S. prime MMFs. The estimation window includes one month before and three months or six months after the event dates defined in Table 1 . Event is an indicator variable equal to one for the period after the event date and zero for the period before the event date. In Panel A, the dependent variables are Number of funds , defined as the number of funds in a given period, and Exit , defined as an indicator variable equal to one if the fund exits the fund industry in week t. In Panel B, the dependent variables are: the weekly annualized spread ( Spread ), the fraction of assets held in risky assets, net of the riskless assets ( Holdings risk ), average portfolio maturity ( Maturity risk ), and portfolio concentration, defined as a Herfindahl Index of asset classes ( Concentration ). In Panel C, the dependent variables are Charged expenses , defined as percentage expense rate charged by a fund, Incurred expenses , defined as percentage expense rate incurred by a fund, Subsidy , defined as the difference between incurred and charged expenses. Control variables include the annualized fund return, the natural logarithm of fund assets, the natural logarithm of family assets, expense ratio (charged), fund age, fund flow computed as a percentage change in total net assets from time t to time t + 1 adjusted for market appreciation, standard deviation of fund flow, and an indicator variable equal to one if the fund is offered to institutional investors and zero otherwise. All regressions are at the weekly level and include year-fixed and sponsor-fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the week level.
* * * , * * , * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% significance.
Panel A: Fund exit the paper, we measure the degree of such subsidies by taking the difference between incurred and charged expenses. We evaluate this strategic behavior by estimating the regression model in ( 3 ) with Charged expenses, Incurred expenses , and Subsidy (defined as the difference between incurred and charged expenses) as our dependent variables and Event as our main independent variable. All other controls are the same as before. In contrast to previous regressions, we cluster standard errors at the sponsor level since fund expenses are persistent over time and thus this dimension of dependence produces more conservative standard errors. Panel C of Table 4 reports the results from the estimation, separately for the three-month and six-month post-event window.
We find a significant reduction (increase) in expenses charged (fund subsidies) in response to FOMC announcements. These effects are particularly strong for the longer, six-month window, which might reflect some sluggishness with which fund companies respond in terms of their pricing policies. We find no differences in incurred fund expenses in response to the announced policies.
Cross-sectional evidence
In this section, we shed more light on our economic mechanism by exploiting a sponsor-level variation in incentives to respond to profit margin squeeze. We hypothesize that fund sponsors with greater reputation concerns might want to internalize the negative spillovers by either offering funds with less risk or leaving the fund industry altogether. They might also entertain different pricing strategies. We argue that one way to measure reputation concerns is whether a fund is sponsored by a financial institution (large reputation concerns) or is sponsored by an independent asset management company (less reputation concerns). Formally, we estimate the following regression model:
F und strateg y it = a 0 + a 1 Ev en t t + a 2 Ind epend ent sponso r i + a 3 Ev en t t × Ind epend ent sponso r i
In this model, Independent sponsor is an indicator variable equal to one if the sponsor is an independent management company and zero if it is an affiliated company. Fund strategy and X are defined as in model ( 3 ). The incremental effect of change with respect to sponsor type is measured by the coefficient of the interaction term Event ×Independent sponsor . We present the results in Table 5 .
In Panel A, we report the results for # Funds and Exit for three-month (columns 1 and 2) and six-month event windows. We find that funds sponsored by independent companies are more likely to stay following the policy Table 6 Variation in reputation within independent fund sponsors.
The design follows Table 5 . Business risk is the ratio of assets under management held by a fund family in nonmoney funds and total assets under management. Panel A presents the results for the 3-month announcement horizon and Panel B for the 6-month horizon. announcement. This result is particularly strong for the six-month window, which could be due to the fact that adjustments, such as exit take longer to materialize. In Panel B, we consider various measures of fund risk. The results generally paint a picture that funds sponsored by independent asset management companies take on more risk following the change in the interest rate policy. This result holds for three out of four measures or risk. The risk adjustment already takes place within the shorter three-month period.
Panel A: 3-Month horizon
The results on exit and risk taking are consistent with our hypothesis that reputation concerns are driving strategic adjustments of MMFs. Moreover, a combination of the two results implies an additional industry effect. Given that safer, affiliated funds are more likely to leave and more risky, independent funds are more likely to stay, this mechanism leads to a negative selection of funds that stay after the policy events. This, in turn, makes the entire MMF industry less stable.
Finally, we investigate changes in the expense policy. The results are reported in Panel C. We find no differences across fund types in terms of the policies, perhaps because this simple way of adjustment could be used by all funds independent of their reputation concerns.
In our cross-sectional tests, we assume that reputational concerns can be measured by a fund sponsor's affiliation with a financial conglomerate. However, it is possible that this cross-sectional variation might capture features other than reputational concerns. For example, affiliated sponsors might have different financial capacity to bail out their funds. To isolate the pure reputation effect, we turn to an alternative specification in which we solely focus on funds that are not affiliated with financial conglomerates, that is, funds whose sponsors have no bailout capacity. We argue that sponsors with significant non-money fund components might be more concerned with their reputation loss in the event of a run on MMFs, due to potential spillovers to their much larger business. We measure the degree of such concern using Business risk , the fraction of family assets that is held in non-money fund business. Formally, we estimate the following regression model:
F und strategy it = a 0 + a 1 Ev ent t + a 2 Business risk i2006 + a 3 Ev ent t × Business risk i2006
Our empirical design follows that in model ( 4 ). Our coefficient of interest is a 3 . We present the results in Table 6 . In Panel A, we show the results for all adjustments for a three-month event window, while in Panel B we focus on a six-month window. Our results are qualitatively similar to our earlier findings: Funds with greater reputation concerns, indicated by higher Business risk , are less likely to take more risk, for both event horizons. In turn, they are more likely to subsidize their MMFs. We find no strong evidence for the decision to exit the market.
Robustness checks
In this section, we provide additional evidence on the validity of our identification strategy. First, we examine the robustness of our results for a sample of funds that survive the effect of monetary policy. Second, we compare the results of interest rate changes conditional on the level of short-term rates. Third, we evaluate our results using the continuous measure of distress, defined as a distance in time to the expected increase of rates above the threshold of 1%. Fourth, we consider monetary policy surprises. Finally, we provide empirical evidence from the securitylevel data.
Survivorship
Our results in Table 4 suggest that fund risk goes up as a result of policy announcements. To understand these findings, it is important to isolate their driving forces. In particular, the average yields in the MMF sample can increase for two reasons: (1) Average fund yields go up because of negative selection that retains more risky funds in the data; (2) MMFs strategically adjust their risk in response to policies. Our results so far, suggest the first channel is partially operating given that riskier funds are more likely to stay. In this section, we check to what extent the second channel also contributes to our average results.
We address this issue using a subset of funds that are present in both periods of the event study. Conditioning on surviving funds makes the selection issue obsolete. Formally, we estimate the regression models in ( 3 ) and ( 4 ). In the Online Appendix, we report the results from the two models. They are qualitatively similar to those reported in Tables 4 and 5 . Hence, both economic mechanisms might be jointly responsible for the average risk effects in the data.
Interest rate regimes
So far, we interpreted our empirical results as being explained by unconventional monetary policy. An alternative explanation could be that any change in interest rates might cause similar effects in the data. While we have no reason to believe that such an unconditional result holds, largely because the argument about negative investors' returns only applies to periods with very low interest rates, we check whether the data indeed show the expected asymmetry.
In our first test, we examine general consequences of changes in the Fed target rate over the longer period 2005-2013. The period of January 2005-December 2013 is an attractive testing ground because it includes two distinct interest rate regimes: A regime in which the rate is higher than zero percent (20 05-20 08) and a regime with zero interest rates (2009-2013). As Fig. 2 indicates, in the first regime, the rate had been gradually going up from 2% at the beginning of 2005 to 5.25% in the middle of 2007 and then subsequently going down to 0-0.25% by the end of 2008. The second regime has been manifested by a continuous zero interest rate policy (the rate has been cut to zero on December 16, 2008).
Our identification comes from the various changes in interest rates over the sample period. In particular, we are interested to learn whether approaching zero-lower bound alters fund incentives in a significant way relative to other periods. To this end, we study fund responses separately in periods with interest rates higher than 1% and in periods with rates equal to or less than 1%. In all specifications, we measure variables at the weekly level and then include year-by-month-or year-fixed effects, thereby isolating within-month or within-year variation, which helps us control for any other macroeconomic shocks concurrent with the monetary policy changes that might affect MMFs' behavior. Formally, we estimate the following model:
F und strateg y it = a 0 + a 1 F ed rat e it + a 2 Low rat e i + a 3 F ed rat e it × Low rat e it + b X i2006 + ε it (6) where Fund strategy, Fed rate , and X are defined as before. Low rate is an indicator variable equal one for periods with Fed rate of maximum 1% and zero in periods with Fed rate higher than 1%. We begin by analyzing the effect of Fed target rate on the number of active funds and on the probability of exit. To this end, we estimate the regression model for the two dependent variables on the level of Fed rate using a full sample of funds and conditional on the level of interest rates. Apart from the standard controls we use in Table 4 , the regressions for exit, in columns 3-4, additionally include year/month-fixed effects and sponsor-fixed effects.
We cluster standard errors at the week level. Panel A of Table 7 reports the results.
Column 1 shows the relation between Fed rate and the number of active funds. We observe a generally negative relationship between the two. The effect, though statistically significant, is economically quite small. However, once we distinguish between the high and the low interest rate period in column 2, we find that a lower interest rate during a low interest rate environment significantly reduces the number of active funds, with a loss of about 17 funds in total. In a similar spirit, we analyze the probability of exiting the market, controlling for funds' characteristics, sponsor-fixed effects, as well as month-fixed effects. While we again find little effect of interest rate changes on exit strategies in the high-rate regime (column 3), we find that changes in interest rates from 1% towards zero have important implications for the number of funds and fund exit, as demonstrated in column 4. In particular, following the reduction in Fed target rate from 1% to 0%, the probability of an exit from the fund industry increases by 7.2%. These effects are highly significant both statistically and economically.
We next turn to results on risk taking. We estimate the regression model in which the dependent variables are various risk measures and the main independent variable is Fed rate . All regressions include year/month-fixed effects and sponsor-fixed effects, and standard errors are clustered at the week level. We report the results in Panel B. We find a statistically significant effect of reducing Fed rate on the increase in risk for all risk measures during periods of low rates. In terms of economic values, a reduction in the Fed rate from 1% to 0% increases Spread by almost 57 basis points, Holdings risk by 5.9%, Maturity risk by 1.7 days, and Concentration by 2.8%. These are sizable effects, especially for MMFs with returns close to zero. Such effects are absent in periods of high interest rates.
Finally, we evaluate the conditional effect of interest rates on fund expense policy. Charged expenses, Incurred expenses , and Subsidy are our dependent variables. All other controls are the same as before. In contrast to previous regressions, we cluster standard errors at the sponsor level since fund expenses are persistent over time and thus this dimension of dependence produces more conservative standard errors. Panel C reports the results.
The results, in columns 1, 3, and 5 indicate an overall negative effect of interest rates on fund expenses, both charged and incurred, and a positive effect on fund subsidies. The opposite is true when interest rates approach the zero bound: Lower rates coincide with a reduction of expenses charged by funds. As Fed rate goes down from 1% to 0%, funds charge 8 basis points less for their service, as presented in column 2. This reduction occurs despite the fact that incurred expenses are generally unaffected by the interest rate change, as demonstrated in column 4. The implication of these two facts is an increase in fund subsidies. As presented in column 6, a decrease in Fed rate from 1% to 0% increases fund subsidy by an economically large 7.9 basis points. This effect is statistically and economically highly significant. Overall, the asymmetric response of expenses suggests a strategic fund behavior in terms of their pricing policy.
We also analyze the asymmetric behavior in the crosssection of funds. In particular, we compare exit, risk-taking, and pricing strategies for funds with different sponsor type across different interest rate regimes. The results from these tests confirm our prior findings in Table 6 on the differential response of funds with different sponsors.
Longevity risk
In this section, we show that MMFs' reaction to the low interest regime becomes even more significant as the funds expect this regime to last longer. Intuitively, the longer the funds expect the low interest rate regime to last, the greater incentives the funds should have to pursue other strategies that would keep them afloat. We define the threshold level for low interest rates as 1%. Subsequently, we back out the date the market expects the Fed target rate to exceed 1% from the Fed funds rates futures data. Specifically, we define a new variable, Longevity , as the natural logarithm of 1 + the number of days that it would take for the 30-day interest rates to exceed 1%. The values are interpolated off the futures yield curve.
We estimate this regression model using both the unconditional sample (in the Online Appendix) and the sample for which the interest rate is below 1% ( Table 8 ) . Whereas we do not find a significant effect for the fund exit, we do find that higher values of Longevity predict a significantly higher Spread, Holdings risk, Concentration , and Subsidy . Thus, when fund managers expect a longer time for the interest rate to increase, they are more likely to increase the riskiness of their portfolios. They are also more likely to receive subsidies from their fund families. Our results are broadly consistent across unconditional and conditional samples, but we find a stronger economic significance for the sample from the low interest rate regime.
Monetary policy surprises
In the previous sections, we utilized changes in shortterm interest rates near the zero-lower bound and the forward-guidance announcements as proxies for monetary policy shocks. The concern might be that such changes in monetary policy might be anticipated by financial markets as they reflect a systematic response to the macroeconomic environment. So far we have addressed this issue by including time-fixed effects at high frequencies. Here, we consider an alternative approach of using the unanticipated component of policy announcements to predict MMFs' behavior. The use of announcements is potentially valuable because it allows us to identify shocks to the information set of agents and understand the transmission mechanism of the monetary policy. A classic study that attempts to disentangle the expected and unexpected components of monetary policy from Fed funds futures and studies if the latter can account for the daily variation of bond yields around FOMC announcements is Kuttner (2001) . 9 However, there are two problems with this approach. First, the data constructed by Kuttner (2001) show that in the last few years the unanticipated component is extremely small, at the order of two basis points. This means that most of the information about changes in interest rates is anticipated by financial markets. Second, data on short-term target changes are likely to underestimate the extent of exogenous variation in monetary policy, because even when market participants fully foresee target rate changes, statements of the policy committee members can still provide valuable information about the path of future policy.
In our study, we employ the methodology of Buraschi, Carnelli, and Whelan (2014) in which they employ individual agents' forecasts of Fed funds rate, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and inflation to construct an empirical proxy for policy shocks from the residuals of Taylor rule regressions, and show that path shocks account for a significant fraction of the variance of one-year expected excess returns on 2-5 year bonds and are also priced in the crosssection of equity returns. Following a similar approach, we construct the monetary shocks by collecting data on all FOMC meetings. For each FOMC meeting, we compute the change in yield for Treasury bonds with maturities 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10 years from the closing price the day before the meeting until the morning after the meeting. If there is a two-day meeting, we use the difference over two days. From these shocks, we extract the first principal component and observe that the loadings on eigenvectors are similar across all maturities, which suggests that the first principal component explains the maximum amount of variance of the series.
In the Online Appendix, we report the relationship between the measure of monetary policy shocks and the MMFs' exit, risk-taking, and price-setting behavior. We show that an unexpected decrease in interest rates increases the likelihood for these funds to exit the market. This result is significant only in the low interest rate regime. Further, we provide evidence corroborating our previous findings about the higher risk-taking incentives for the funds during periods of low interest rates. Both the weekly annualized spread and the fraction of assets held in risky assets significantly increase when the funds witness an unexpected decrease in interest rates. These results mirror the ones presented in Table 7 . Finally, we analyze the effect on expenses for the universe of MMFs and the relationship with changes in monetary policy. In this case, the unexpected component of these changes has no significant effect on their expenses, both charged and incurred, and on the subsidy paid by the sponsors. For all the previous results, the magnitude is lower than previously shown, but this is expected as these monetary policy shocks only capture the unforeseen portion of the rate change.
Evidence from portfolio holdings
In this section, we use data on fund holdings to argue that our results are driven by active portfolio decisions rather than by ex ante matching of funds and their holdings. We also show that the policy effects have a nontrivial role in issuers' borrowing and capital structure decisions.
Composition effects.
We provide further evidence on the "reaching-for-yield" behavior using detailed information on their holdings. We collect the data on the yields of the individual securities held by the funds from the N-MFP form. These data became available in November 2010 as a consequence of the Dodd-Frank Act and contain all the information related to the portfolio holdings of U.S. MMFs, such as the issuer name, the security yields, the transaction date, as well as a description of the security type at a monthly frequency. We examine if the new securities added to a fund's portfolio after the ZIRP shocks feature a higher yield than the ones added before the shocks. Given the sample period, we are able to analyze only three of the events in Table 1 . Fig. 3 presents the results, with each panel considering two empirical distributions: one for the month before, and another one for three months after each policy event. The results indicate a rightward shift in the distribution of yields after the monetary policy announcements, that is, fund portfolios on average hold assets with higher yields. The results from the KolmogorovSmirnov tests confirm that the differences between the respective two distributions are statistically significant.
In an additional test, we examine whether the increase in yields is a function of new additions made by funds to their portfolios after the policy announcement or is a legacy effect of the portfolios formed before the announcement. To this end, we compare the average yields of the securities added to the portfolio right before with those added right after the events. Formally, we estimate the following regression model.
Mean yiel d
( 7) where Mean yield is the average yield of all securities of a given fund at time t , and Event is an indicator variable equal to one for the period after the ZIRP shocks and zero for the period before the ZIRP shocks. All other controls mimic those in model ( 3 ). The coefficient of our main interest is a 1 . Table 9 presents the results.
Columns 1-3 present estimates for the three different events, controlling for year-month-and fund-fixed effects. The coefficient of Event is positive and statistically 
Table 9
Evidence from portfolio holdings.
The sample is all U.S. prime MMFs. The dependent variable is the mean of the yields of the new securities added to the fund portfolio. The estimation window includes one month before and three months after the last three event dates defined in Table  1 . Event is an indicator variable equal to one for the period after the event date and zero for the period before the event date. Columns 4 and 5 repeat the analysis by considering a randomly drawn date that does not coincide with any of the ZIRP shocks dates. All regressions are at the monthly level and include year/month-fixed and fund-fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the monthly level.
* * * , * * , * represent 1%, 5%, and 10% significance, respectively. significant for all three events, which means that the new securities feature significantly higher yields in the post-period relative to the pre-period. We further assess whether these results are due to monetary policy effects or are a reflection of general macro trends in the data. To this end, we design a placebo test in which we estimate a similar regression model for two random event windows, one (January 2011) picked for the period before the first event and one (March 2013) picked for the period after the last event. The results, in columns 4 and 5, indicate that the average yields on the new securities, if anything, decrease over time when considering these different dates. Hence, it is unlikely that our results are a consequence of a general macro trend.
Leverage effects.
To further show that changes in MMF industry actually affect the firms that raise capital from MMFs, we collect information on the outstanding debt that is provided by MMFs for each issuer in our sample. We then estimate the following regression model:
where Post fund closure is an indicator variable equal to one after the fund has been closed; issuer-and monthfixed effects capture persistent differences across issuers and common shocks. Panel B of Table 9 shows that the firms borrowing from MMFs that close see their outstanding debt decline by at least 15%. Together with the previous evidence this result suggests that the closure of MMFs makes borrowing firms delever. A potential concern with this analysis is that some combination of regulation and quantitative easing could make it attractive for banks to term out their funding or make it more attractive for risky firms to increase their demand for funding. If MMFs with less reputational capital were already lending to riskier firms, it would be natural for them to increase their lending to the same firms even after the various policy announcements.
To address this concern, we show that the composition of issuers that are borrowing from a given MMF is actually changing around the policy event. To this end, we compute the number of issuers that borrow from each MMF at a given time. Panel C of Table 9 shows that this number decreases significantly after the events, thus suggesting that MMFs are not merely lending to the same firms. Moreover, we argue that the affected funds are not simply responding to changes in their existing issuers' credit demand but also actively change the holdings of their portfolios. First, we show that after the monetary policy event the distribution of yields of fund holdings shifts to the right, which suggests that the borrowing firms become riskier. Second, we show that the average riskiness of the newly added securities, measured by their yields, increases as well. Third, we show that the outstanding debt of the issuers that were borrowing from a MMF that closed after the event significantly decreases relative to the outstanding debt of issuers borrowing from other MMFs. If this were an increasing credit demand story, it would be hard to argue that this should apply only to the issuers that were connected to MMFs that closed.
Finally, we provide evidence on the link between reduction in available capital coming from our monetary shock and the capital structure decisions for nonfinancial firms. Specifically, we match the information about nonfinancial issuers from the MMF portfolio holdings data to their leverage data from Compustat. This allows us to test whether leverage of the corporations that borrow from MMFs that close down due to low interest rates is significantly different than leverage of the unaffected borrowers. We uniquely identify about 80 firms in the data for which we can match information from Compustat. We estimate the following regression model:
where we restrict our attention to the two quarters before and after a fund's closure. This narrow window is important to ensure that changes in leverage are not driven by other confounding effects. Leverage is book leverage, defined as the ratio of total debt outstanding and the book value of assets. Fund closure identifies the treatment group, that is, the corporations that borrow from MMFs that close during our sample period. Post is an indicator variable equal to one for the quarters after the funds' closure. The results are presented in Panel D of Table 9 .
In column 1, we include time-fixed effects, while in column 2 we add issuer-fixed effects to capture any timeinvariant heterogeneity across issuers that might influence their leverage choices, e.g., differences in their growth rates. Column 3 reports the results for the average leverage in the pre-and post-periods. This specification has the advantage of being less susceptible to the criticism that leverage is a very persistent variable, which might bias our results due to autocorrelated residuals. In the most restrictive specification, we find that corporations reduce their leverage on average by 1 percentage point. Next, we investigate the persistence of this effect. Column 4 reports the results for the one-year window around the fund closure. While the sign of the coefficient is the same, the results are not statistically significant. This finding suggests that the repercussion of closing down a MMF for the firms might be significant but temporary, because firms might be able to borrow from other MMFs or other institutions in the longer term. At the same time, the real effects of such temporary liquidity constraints might be more significant, especially if issuers rely on MMFs to roll over their existing debt. Overall, our results indicate that shocks hitting the MMF industry might have important consequences for firms' credit availability. 10
Industry effects
Our results so far indicate three margins of adjustment for money funds: risk taking, exit, and fee waivers. In this section, we examine the consequences of the exit from the MMF industry for resource reallocation in the entire mutual fund industry. To the extent that exiting money fund business frees up management resources and investor clientele, fund families might want to accommodate such space by opening new funds specializing in different asset classes. Suggestive evidence of this fact is Fig. 4 , in which we report a time-series evolution of assets under management (AUM) for MMFs and bond funds. It is clear from the 10 We also perform another test in which we investigate whether companies borrowing from riskier funds increase their leverage following the monetary shock. Specifically, we divide funds into two categories: risky and safe. The former are the ones for which risk measures (spread, concentration, and holdings risk) are above the median value in the data or those affiliated with an independent sponsor. We focus our attention on three policy events that occurred after 2010. We then analyze the leverage of corporations that increased their borrowing from risky MMFs, relative to companies that did not increase such borrowing, to see if this led to an increase in their total leverage right after the policy events compared to the quarter before the policy event. We do not find support for such an effect in the data. This suggests that companies increasing their borrowing from riskier MMFs might do so as a substitute to other forms of credit. The figure presents the evolution of weekly total net assets for the universe of U.S. prime money market funds and bond funds over the period 2005-2014. graph that the correlation between the two series is negative. This section explores this effect in more detail.
To this end, we collect detailed information from CRSP on mutual fund families' closures and creations of new funds. We expect the fund families that decide to close their MMFs to be more likely to open a new fund as a way to redistribute their unused resources. We further sharpen our hypothesis by differentiating across fund strategies. For example, fund managers might be easier to employ in fixed income rather than equity funds. Similarly, investors in MMFs might find bond funds to be closer investment substitutes. Formally, we estimate the following regression:
where the dependent variable Number of funds is the number of funds of a given style (money, bond, balance, and equity) at month t within a fund family i. After is an indicator variable equal to one for the month following the closure of the money fund, and zero for the month before the closure. Treated is an indicator variable equal to one for the families experiencing MMF closures in month t (treated group), and zero for the families that do not close their money funds in month t (control group). Our coefficient of interest is a 3 . To capture any other variation that might drive both the closure and the opening of funds, we include several family controls ( X ), such as the log( Family TNA ) and the Fund family return , as well as, family-fixed effects. We further distinguish between the periods of low interest rate regime (odd columns) and high interest rate regime (even columns) to see if the response to shocks is symmetric or not. Table 10 presents the results.
Columns 1 and 2 of Panel A report the results for MMFs. We observe a negative and statistically significant coefficient a 3 . The effect is particularly strong for the low interest rate regime. Specifically, in that period, we find that treated families experience a reduction of more than three funds compared to the control group. This result is not purely mechanical, because fund families might decide to close one money fund to substitute it with another one. Finding the negative effect validates our empirical strategy.
The subsequent six columns report the results for three different asset classes. In columns 3 and 4, we show that fund families that close their MMFs tend to open more than six bond funds. This effect is only present in the lowinterest rate period underscoring the importance of the monetary shock. In columns 5-8, we report results from estimating similar specifications for equity and balanced funds. We find no significant differences between treatment and control groups in the creation of these types of funds. One identification concern is that the creation of bond funds might be driven by movement in interest rates, or by a general trend in the industry, and not merely by the closure of MMFs in the same fund family. However, we can reject this possibility on two grounds. First, we find a significant effect only in the low-interest regime, and there is no general trend in the creation of bond funds, as captured by the insignificant coefficient of the After variable. Second, using the difference-in-differences specification ensures that the general effects of changes in interest rate or market conditions on the profitability of bond funds should not differentially im pact the fund families that closed a money fund and the ones that did not. In Panel B, we further explore these industry spillovers. Here, we collect data on the different types of bond funds: short-, medium-, and long-term. We analyze what types of bond funds are the most affected by this reallocation. We find that the most significant impact is on the shortterm bond funds: families that close their MMFs after the reduction in the interest rates are more likely to open a new short-term bond fund. We do not find an effect for medium-term funds, and we find a marginally significant effect for the long-term funds. We can interpret these results as evidence that there might be a reallocation towards funds that have maturity similar to that of MMFs and to funds that might exhibit a higher risk profile such as long-term bond funds, a result that is consistent with our reaching-for-yield hypothesis.
In sum, our results provide suggestive evidence that bond funds are the closest substitute to MMFs in terms of resource allocation, either because the managerial skills can be easiest deployed in bond funds, or because investors in MMFs are most likely to migrate to bond funds because they match most closely the risk profile of MMFs.
To shed more light on these competing mechanisms, we examine the managerial reallocation across asset classes and fund families. To this end, we collect information about all the managers that exit the MMF industry. We track the managers' subsequent career outcomes using data from Morningstar, CRSP, iMoneyNet, and additional Internet searches, such as Investor Observer, LinkedIn, Zabasearch, Zoominfo, and individual fund prospectuses.
We distinguish among five possible career outcomes: (1) staying in the same family and running another MMF, (2) staying in the same family and running a non-money market fund, (3) going to a different family and running a MMF, (4) going to a different family and running a nonmoney market fund, (5) leaving the fund industry (moving to private business, government institutions, setting up own company, etc.). We condition on a single manager departure at a given date (there are instances in which managers were running multiple funds at the same time, so we count them as one single departure). We report the results in Table 11 .
There is a 50% probability that the manager will not work in another MMF in the same or other families (i.e., 1 minus the sum of columns 1 and 3). This seems to suggest that the exit from the money fund industry is quite important perhaps because opportunities in the industry deplete or managers voluntarily decide to pursue different career paths. Further, we compare the fraction of man- Table 11 The effect of MMF closure on managers' rotation.
The sample is conditional on the fund closing its operations. We track managers' subsequent career outcomes. Possible career outcomes are: (1) staying in the same family and running a MMF, (2) staying in the same family and running a non-money market fund, (3) going to a different family and running a MMF, (4) going to a different family and running a non-money market fund, (5) leaving the fund industry (moving to private business, government institutions, setting up own company, etc.). We condition on a single manager departure in a given date (a particular multiple fund departure is called as one case). agers that stay in the same family with those that decide to leave. We find that there is only a 48.4% chance that the manager stays in the same family, whereas 21.3% of managers that left after the money fund closed pursue different careers in the financial industry. This result suggests that the creation of new bond funds is likely a response to investors' demand for a comparable product and not catering to individual managers' career concerns.
Concluding remarks
With a rapid decline in economic output and a surge in unemployment rates, monetary authorities worldwide launched an unprecedented policy of keeping short-term interest rates at record low levels. Some critics have voiced concerns that the policy might have led to undesired dislocations in various parts of financial markets. This paper empirically investigates such consequences in the context of money funds. Given that money funds primarily invest in assets whose returns are linked to the Fed target rate, monetary policy plays an important role in their operations.
Our novel evidence suggests that in the times of unusually low interest rates fund managers increased, on average, their portfolios' risk. In an attempt to deliver nonnegative net returns to their investors almost all funds significantly reduced their expenses charged to investors, even though the incurred expenses did not vary much over time. The observed subsidies amounted to an economically large value of $27 million per average fund and about $7.3 billion for all funds. We also show that funds that were not successful in retaining their investors' base, or were worried about negative reputation spillovers, were more likely to exit. Our results further suggest that the zero lower bound policy triggered a reduction in capital supply to financial and large corporate sectors and increased the financial markets' exposure to costly runs and defaults. 11 While our results hint that some of the adjustments are economically adverse, a full welfare analysis is needed to establish such conclusions.
More broadly, although our empirical results speak mostly to one part of financial markets, we want to emphasize that the effects we document are not necessarily 11 We find that during the low interest rate regime many funds have submitted letters of support to the regulator, which is a good proxy for the increase in expected default.
limited to the money fund industry only. The reaching-foryield phenomenon has been observed in other markets: for example, an average insurance company has shifted its assets towards riskier equity holdings, reaching the level of equity exposure of almost 20% in 2014. Similarly, pension funds expanded their holdings into more than 60% in equity, away from typically held bonds. More work is needed to better understand the transmission mechanisms underlying the effects of the zero lower bound monetary policy on the stability of financial markets.
